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It's time for a revealing daughter of Mine. A further revealing of secrets as evil is unleashed upon the 
earth. Before My darkness of three days descends, I shall reveal key elements so My children, those 
who are preparing not only physically but also spiritually for those of Mine who will be left behind to 
add the additional information of warning to their pertinent information. You know what I'm talking 
about. 

I do Jesus Christ my love. 

A time, a time, it's a time now for things once hidden to be revealed as I unlock further My mysteries 
held inside the now open scroll in Heaven. A revealing has come, the time to reveal is now upon 
your world. 

Your world shall be forever changed as those demons and fallen ones released during the three 
days of darkness descend upon your world. Not all will show themselves as evil. They shall appear 
as angels of light to be worshipped by many. Some even claiming to still be holy angels from My 
Heaven above. They are not daughter, they are evil. 

Some will appear as friendly bug-eyed aliens as you call them daughter and more. While others 
shall show themselves as a superior race living beneath the earth soil of reptilian nature. As 
pertaining to lizards and snakes like appearances. I have shown you these as well by both dream 
and visions. “Yes, Jesus my love you have.” These will present themselves as ruthless and evil the 
majority of the time. 

The fallen ones will reveal themselves from among key locations of your world among the rich and 
famous as many things. Presenting themselves as benevolent and loving as they offer promises and 
supernatural abilities that can only be granted when you give yourself fully over to them and many 
demons take control of your soul possessing you fully. 

Among all of this you shall have the return of the Titans. The fallen angels once worshiped as god's 
end deities who will demand worship by the world's people once again. They will make themselves 
appear beautiful and attractive by deceptive means. Very few daughter will be seen unless in 
battles of those of grey color you have been allowed to see. 

I understand Jesus Christ my love.  

All this and so much more is what your world will be facing as the man of sin comes to full power. 
His ascent with his crowning underground by the elite, famous, and rich of your world was the key 
that unlocked the door to allow all this to enter in. 

Daughter of Mine it's time for a further revealing as the clock ticks down quickly for the three days of 
darkness to descend. You have warned. Many have warned. All had time to make their preparations 
and plans to be ready when the sign of the colorful lights come dancing vibrantly across your 
world’s sky. 

A further reveal since My Restrainer, He who letteth has stepped back from this position. It's time 
for a reveal of more information on the antichrist himself as this chapter ends and a new one 



begins. And My Great Day of Wrath and Vengeance is the first page of the final chapter for your 
world if she were a book. The end is drawing near until close. 

No more time will be granted. What will be is written in the scripture of truth for all to read. It's time 
daughter it's time. It's a Luke 8: 17 kind of moment as you so often pray over yourself before the 
whole world. 

Take heart though My children because before the worst hits I come for Mine. I come for My 
beautiful bride who has eagerly made herself ready for My return. It's time for this too. Father says 
it's the time and so do I. 

Be ready my Bride the clock is ticking down for your world and the timer for My return is almost at 
the zero. I love you My children, My bride. Be ready! Be ready for I am coming quickly for you so be 
prepared always in Me with My help. 
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